
Text types in New Treasure Plus (3E) 

Reading 

Book Unit Topic New Treasure Plus (Third Edition) 

1A U1 Nice to meet 
you! 
 

Photo journal—family members  
Personal description—a description about a teenage girl 
Blog entry—birth order 

1A U2 No place like 
school 

Poem—a bad day at school 
Vlog transcript—introducing a school in the UK 
Article—tips for online learning 

1A U3 A foodie’s world Recipe—taro balls 
Restaurant review—review about a cafe  
Article—comfort foods 

1A U4 All about pets Social media post—visiting a petting zoo 
Short story—how a cat helped a troubled teen 
News article—real story about a therapy dog at a school  

1B U5 Time to 
celebrate! 

Song lyrics—a new festival 
Promotional web page—special Chinese festivals in Hong Kong 
Discussion forum posts—how people celebrate festivals around 
the world 

1B U6 Get moving Poster—dodgeball competition 
News article—2020 Olympics fencing match between Cheung 
Ka-long and Daniele Garozzo 
Guide—hosting a virtual watch party 

1B U7 Exploring my 
city 

Itinerary—one-day local tour  
Blog entry—visiting Sai Wan swimming shed 
Hotel review—staycation at a hotel 

1B U8 Teenage 
problems 

Email—from a troubled teenager 
Advice column—a reply to the teenager’s problems 
Article—celebrities who were bullied at school  

 

Book Unit Topic New Treasure Plus (Third Edition) 

2A U1 Let’s go 
shopping! 

Discussion forum posts—best places for shopping for different things 
in Hong Kong 
Leaflet—a new shopping centre in Hong Kong 
Shop reviews—three online shop reviews 

2A U2 Get social Social media posts—funny stories about different online experiences 



Feature article—the good and bad of social media 
Poem—reasons to use social media 

2A U3 Get fit, stay 
healthy 

Infographic—health of Hong Kong teenagers 
Presentation—sleep problems 
Blog entry—ways to make exercise fun for those who hate it 

2A U4 Pack your 
bags! 

Promotional web page—a one-day tour in Hokkaido, Japan 
Personal email—travelling to Bangkok, Thailand 
Travel guide—tips for first-time travellers 

2B U5 Wonderful 
wildlife 

TV programme descriptions—two wildlife programme descriptions 
Persuasive speech—protecting the red panda 
Poem—threats to the green turtle 

2B U6 Trendsetters Comic strip—a story about wearing the wrong clothes to a party 
Listicle—ways to look amazing on a budget 
Magazine article—first impressions 

2B U7 A fictional 
world 

Book cover—Hong Kong Hauntings 
Blurb—description of the stories in the book 
Story in the first person—an adventure to Cheung Po Tsai Cave 
Blog entry—a recount about a Halloween prank 

2B U8 Good vibes 
only 

Song lyrics—cheering up a sad friend 
Newsletter article—positive thinking  
Interview—benefits of sadness 

 

Book Unit Topic New Treasure Plus (Third Edition) 

3A U1 The big screen Film poster—Jungle Cruise 
Film synopsis—summary of Jungle Cruise 
Film review—Onward  
Essay—why people should watch films 

3A U2 Lend a helping 
hand 

Play script—volunteering and visiting an elderly woman 
Letter of proposal—hosting a gaming competition to raise 
money for charity 
Web article—the benefits of helping others 

3A U3 Are you an 
innovator? 

Poem—inventions by a mad scientist 
Biography—Elon Musk 
News article—a life-saving invention by a teenage inventor 

3A U4 Break a leg! Vox pops—teenagers’ opinions on favourite live performances 
Survey report—students’ preferences on seeing online or live 
performances 
Recount—a magician’s experience on competing in a TV talent 



show 
3B U5 What does the 

future hold? 
Story—living in the future 
One-sided argumentative essay—benefits of using technology 
Opinion article—space travel and whether it is worth it 

3B U6 A climate 
emergency 

Encyclopedia entry—climate change 
Infographic—effects of climate change 
Problem-solution essay—solving biodiversity loss 
Magazine article—ways to eat sustainably 

3B U7 Social issues News article—poverty in Hong Kong 
Letter to the editor—the problem of child poverty 
Speech—explaining social inclusion 

3B U8 The world of 
work 

Interview—experiences of an e-sports player 
Job advertisement—advertisement for part-time baristas  
Letter of application—application for weekend barista 
Guide—tips for teenagers looking for summer jobs  

 

Language arts texts 

Poems—1A U2, 2A U2, 2B U5, 3A U3  
Song lyrics—1B U5, 2B U8  
Stories—1A U4, 2B U7, 2B U5  
Playscripts—3A U2 
Comic strip—2B U6 
 

Electives 

Poems and songs—1A U2, 1B U5, 2A U2, 2B U5, 2B U8, 3A U3  
Drama—3A U2 
Short stories—1A U4, 2B U7, 2B U5  
Popular culture—1A U3, 1B U5, 1B U7, 2A U1, 2B U5, 2B U6, 3A U1, 3A U4 
Sports communication—1B U7 
Debating—2B U5, 3B U5 
Social issues—3B U7 
Workplace communication—3B U8 
 
 
  



Book Unit Text types Integrated task text type Writing text type 

1A U1 Photo journal 

Personal description 

Blog entry 

 
A personal description for a 

personal web page 

1A U2 Poem 

Vlog transcript 

Article 

A web page to promote STEAM 

Day 

A vlog transcript to introduce 

your school 

1A U3 Recipe 

Restaurant review 

Article 

 
A restaurant review 

1A U4 Social media post 

Short story 

News article 

A leaflet about taking care of 

mongrels 

A short story about adopting a 

dog 

1B U5 Song lyrics 

Promotional web page 

Discussion forum posts 

 
A promotional web page about 

school festival activities 

1B U6 Poster 

News article 

Guide 

An article to promote sport in 

school for Sports Week 

A news article about a school 

sporting event 

1B U7 Itinerary 

Blog entry 

Hotel review 

 
A blog entry about a local 

attraction 

1B U8 Email 

Advice column 

Article 

An social media post giving advice 

about teenage problems 

An advice column in reply to a 

student’s problems 

2A U1 Discussion forum posts 

Leaflet 

Shop reviews 

 
A leaflet for a shopping centre 

2A U2 Social media posts 

Feature article 

Poem 

A leaflet to promote a new social 

media platform 

A feature article about student’s 

first experience with a social 

media platform 

2A U3 Infographic 

Presentation 

Blog entry 

 
A presentation on stress eating 

2A U4 Promotional web page 

Email 

Travel guide 

An itinerary for a trip to 

Singapore 

An email about an upcoming trip 

overseas 



2B U5 TV programme descriptions 

Persuasive speech  

Poem 

 
A persuasive speech about saving 

an endangered animal 

2B U6 Comic strip 

Listicle 

Magazine article 

A web page for an event A listicle on how to look good 

when you are in a hurry 

2B U7 Book cover 

Blurb 

Story in the first person 

Blog entry 

 
A story in the first person about a 

suspenseful event  

2B U8 Song lyrics 

Newsletter article 

Interview 

A leaflet for Positivity Week A newsletter article on 

overcoming a failure 

3A U1 Film poster 

Film synopsis 

Film review 

Essay 

An email to Film Club members A film review  

3A U2 Play script 

Letter of proposal 

Web article 

An article to promote 

volunteering 

A letter of proposal for an 

upcoming charity event 

3A U3 Poem 

Biography 

News article 

A feature article  A biography of a famous 

innovator 

3A U4 Vox pops 

Survey report 

Recount 

An article about a school concert A survey report about students’ 

favourite types of school 

performances 

3B U5 Story 

One-sided argumentative essay 

Opinion article 

Two presentation slides A one-sided argumentative essay 

on the topic ‘Technology is good 

for students.’  

3B U6 Encyclopedia entry 

Infographic 

Problem solution essay 

Magazine article 

An article  A problem-solution essay for an 

environmental problem 

3B U7 News article 

Letter to the editor 

Speech 

 A fact sheet about homelessness A letter to the editor about ethnic 

minority students 



3B U8 Interview 

Job advertisement 

Letter of application 

Guide 

An article about a job shadowing 

scheme 

A letter of application 

 


